Berkeley Physics Partners (BP²)

The Berkeley Physics Partners Program (BP²) is for industry partners to collaborate with students and faculty in one of the world’s most innovative Physics programs.

Benefits of participating in BP² are as follows:

At the Recruit level:
- Opportunities to host on-campus recruiting info sessions
- Inclusion in job/internship announcements
- Opportunities to host on-campus interviews and office hours
- Invitations to Fall graduate and Spring undergraduate poster sessions
- Invitation to speak at the Physics Career Development Workshops
- Invitations to attend other special events in Physics

At the Access level:
- Opportunities to host on-campus recruiting info sessions
- Inclusion in job/internship announcements
- Opportunities to host on-campus interviews and office hours
- Invitations to Fall graduate and Spring undergraduate poster sessions
- Invitation to speak at the Physics Career Development Workshops
- Invitations to attend other special events in Physics

OR

- Invitation to learn about relevant research. For a detailed list of research areas, please see: physics.berkeley.edu/research-faculty

The following benefits must be documented through sponsored research, a business contract, or a separate gift agreement:
- Option to direct a portion of the gift to a faculty member's research
  The Donor will receive recognition at all levels as follows:
- In close consultation with the Donor, Berkeley Physics will acknowledge the generous support from the Donor as appropriate on Berkeley Physics website, as well as in select printed materials.

Sponsorship benefits are implemented according to campus policies, which may change from time to time.

Questions?
For more information about our program, please visit https://physics.berkeley.edu/berkeley-physics-partners-bp2

Ready to join?
To become a sponsor, please contact Rachel Schafer, Director of Development and Communications at 510-642-3355 or rschafer@berkeley.edu.